
Tendency & Coincidence  

APPROACH TO PROBLEM SOLVING QUESTION 
  

1. Is the evidence relevant for tendency and coincidence s 95 

2. Can the evidence be used for tendency and coincidence s 97, s 98 

3. If it’s going to be used for that use, have you given notice s 97(1)(a), s 98(1)(a)) OR is 

there no need for notice s 100 

4. Is there significant probative value? S 97(1)(b), s 98(1)(b)  

5. And in criminal proceedings, does the substantial probative value of the tendency 

and/or coincidence evidence outweigh the prejudicial effect on the defendant s 101 

What is tendency & coincidence evidence 

 

Tendency evidence shows that a person has or had a tendency to think or act in a 

particular way and because of that, they acted or thought in the same way in the 

occasion in question; Jacara v Perpetual Trustees (2000);  

- (starts in the past and looks to the future; using this info from past to infer the 

probability a pattern of behaviour will follow)  

 

Tendency rule: tendency evidence is inadmissible UNLESS  

- s 97(1)(a) a party seeking to adduce must give reasonable NOTICE (notice to 

other side that they want to adduce the evidence) (can be waived s 99 + 100)  

- s 97(1)(b) the court thinks the evidence will have significant probative value  

 

Tendency evidence in relationships can only be tendered to understand the nature of a 

particular relationship, for example, whether it was characterised by violence (on both 

parts) or acrimonious. HOWEVER, such evidence cannot be used to show that the kind 

of relationship proves the fact in issue – R v Lockyer (1996) (wife killed husband – the 

evidence of his violence towards her was tendered to prove self-defence, however, the 

evidence of her violence towards him was tendered to show the nature of the 

relationship, not for the tendency reasoning use)  

 

ES v R (NSWCA 2010)  uncharged offences (whether evidence is tendered for a 

tendency use or not)  

- Court said evidence of uncharged inappropriate sexual contact between the 

accused and that child can have probative value. In at least three broad ways in 

which it can do so: 

o Context evidence  i.e. charges are not isolated; they are in the context 

didn’t drop out of the blue  



o Motive  i.e. interest in causing fights / sexual offences  

o Tendency evidence  tendency to act in certain way / have state of mind 

- Note that could be used if need to argue for probative value in similar charges 

 

Coincidence evidence two or more similar incidents are compared to show that is 

unlikely that it is a coincidence; used to prove the events are related  

- (starts in the future, and looks back onto the past)  

 

Coincidence rule: coincidence evidence is inadmissible UNLESS  

- S 98(1)(a) a party seeking to adduce must give reasonable NOTICE (can be 

waived s 99 + 100)  

- S 98(1)(b) the court thinks the evidence will have significant probative value 

Relevance  

- The T & C evidence must be relevant to prove a fact in issue ss 55 & 56  

 

NO collateral use rule for evidence of T & C (unlike Hearsay s 60)  

- If evidence is admissible for another purpose it is NOT automatically admissible 

for these purposes s 95; it must go through the rules of tendency and 

coincidence.  

- Clear judicial warning may be necessary in this regard R v OGD (to make sure 

the jury does not interpret it for this use)  

- Facts: on trial for multiple child sexual assaults – 2 boys testify assaulted them as 

well (uncharged events), used tendency reasoning to show he was a good 

character (the accused)  

- Held: evidence against boys tendered for other use than tendency reasoning use; 

defence has raised character evidence, now evidence from the boys can be used 

to rebut his good character evidence  

Notice? 

- If it’s going to be used for T &C use, have you given notice s 97(1)(a), s 98(1)(a) 

(refer above) 

 

- OR is there NO NEED FOR NOTICE under s 100 

- Court may dispense with notice requirements 

- Even though a party has not given notice to allow tendency evidence to be 

admitted, a court may deem that the tendency rule will not apply and tendency 

evidence will be allowed s 100(1)) 

- Even though a party has not given notice to allow coincidence evidence to be 

admitted, a court may deem that the coincidence rule will not apply and 

coincidence evidence will be allowed s 100(2) 



- The court can deem this before or after when the party was meant to have given 

notice s 100(3) 

 

Evidence not admissible if doesn’t comply with notice requirement & no exemption 

provided ES v R 

Is there significant probative value? 

Probative value: evidence that could rationally affect the assessment of the probability 

of a fact in issue (Dictionary)  

- The word ‘Could’ requires the court to assess the possibility of the whether the 

evidence will affect the assessment of a fact in issue – before it even gets to the 

jury of whether it does; DSJ v R, NS v R [2012] 

 

DSJ v The Queen, NS v The Queen [2012] NSWCCA 9 

- Facts: both accused for insider trading, multiple transactions – each of which on 

their own may be insider trading – but if you separate them they could also be 

inadvertent. Each transaction increases the probative value of the other, the 

probative value is accumulating  

- Held: the court firstly says has to be relevant for the coincidence reasoning use, 

secondly, the court thinks it requires the court to actually FORM A VIEW if the 

evidence has significant probative value  usually this is for the jury to decide.  

- In this area of admissibility courts are making preliminary findings at the 

admissibility phase how significance the probative value is before it satisfies 

the threshold of being admitted for that use.  

 

Significant probative value – NEW case: IMM v R [2016] HCA 

- Does probative value depend on reliability and credibility? 

- Majority of the HCA agreed with NSW courts approach, that is, to take reliability 

and credibility out of the probative value assessment – however, they said it 

depends.  

 

R v Lockyer (1996) at 459 (in problem question ALWAYS define SPV)  

- Significant probative value means something more than relevance but something 

less than substantial probative value  

- Significant means important, of consequence and incorporates a test that 

involves a value judgement  

 

Joiner  striking similarities are NOT required: this was the test under the CL 

(however, obviously is there are striking similarities than the court will be more likely 

to find significant probative value)  

 



 

In criminal proceedings (+evidence adduced by the prosecution) does the 

probative value of the tendency/coincidence evidence outweigh the 

prejudicial effect of the defendant  

 

Tendency and coincidence evidence will not be tendered unless the probative value of 

the evidence substantially outweighs any prejudicial effect; s 101(2)  

 

- Must balance the probative force with the prejudicial impact R v Ellis [2003]  

- Prejudicial impact  

- R v Siteski: risk that the fact finder (jury) may use the evidence on an improper 

perhaps emotional basis than evidence is prejudicial.  

 

At CL:  

THE OLD TEST AT CL – no rational explanation consistent with the innocence of the 

accused; Hoch v R (1988) applied in Pfenning v R (1995)  

- This is tantamount to finding guilt, basically finding the accused guilty (which is 

meant to be the role of the jury)  hence, extremely HIGH threshold to 

admissibility.  

 

Hoch v R (1988)– concoction, contamination or collusion 

- Facts: three boys sent to bad behaviour school- two of these boys are brothers, 

one was a friend – thus, there was a possibility they should have concocted the 

story  

- The possibility of concoction (not a probability or real chance of concoction) 

between different witnesses of “similar fact” evidence served to render that 

evidence inadmissible.  

- The test was stated (at 297) as “the admissibility of similar fact evidence … 

depends on that evidence having the quality [of probative value] that is not 

reasonably explicable on the basis of concoction”. 

- I.e. concoction was another explanation consistent with the innocence of the 

accused  thus evidence was inadmissible  

 

Pfenning (CLR) 

Facts: 10 y/o disappears, clothes and bike found beside lake. Some years later (in the 

same area) a 13-year-old boy is abducted and sexually assaulted, the boy escapes. 

Accused pleads guilty  

HCA applies Hock test  considers 3 possible inferences.  



1. The boy ran away  no evidence to that effect  not rational 2. the boy drowned  

no evidence, didn’t bring swimmers, was a competent swimmer  not rational 3. 

the boy was abducted sexually assaulted and murdered 

- The basis for submission of similar facts evidence lie in its possessing a 

particular probative value or cogency that if it were accepted there would be no 

other rational inference. 
 

Today under EA: held s 101 must be interpreted strictly in accordance with its terms- 

R v Ellis (2003) 

- i.e. a weighing exercise is necessary 

- HOWEVER, there are ‘special cases’ where, on the facts, it would not be open to 

conclude that the probative value of particular evidence substantially outweighs 

its prejudicial effect unless the “no rational explanation” test was satisfied.  

- I.e. if its too hard to do balancing exercising under s 101 apply the Hock CL test.  

 

Probative value: 

R v Joiner [2002] NSWCCA 354, Joiner v The Queen [2003] 

- J on trial for murdering wife.  Pathologists testify her injuries are consistent with 

a substantial bashing prior to death and the Crown also calls evidence of his 

history of violence towards women, which includes relationship evidence, and 

also calls two ex-girlfriends and ex-wife  admitted as tendency evidence.  

- Held (CCA) – significant probative value because tendency to respond to minor 

issues with sever violence is used to prove he killed her by accidence – “striking 

similarities” 

 

Ellis v The Queen [2004]  

- Facts: multiple break & enters all over rural NSW (ie Bathurst, Mudgee, Wagga 

Wagga) using the same method to remove glass & targeting the same type of 

stores to take the same merchandise 

- Cars hired on overnight trips with round trips approx. equal to the distance to 

rural towns where B&E took place – witnesses also reported seeing the vehicle 

on occasions in the vicinity 

- Issue – Section 101 is inconsistent with prior common law position 

- 101 – tendency/coincidence probative value must substantially outweigh 

prejudicial effect 

- Held: evidence of other robberies was admissible as coincidence  

Gale v Duckworth (2012) at [31] (coincidence)  

 

1. Identify the particular act or state mind of the person sought to be proved by the 

evidence; 



2. Identify the 2 or more events the occurrence of which is used to prove the person 

did a particular act or had a particular state of mind; 

3. Identify the similarities in the events or circumstances for the purpose of 

ascertaining the improbability of the coincidence; 

4. Determine whether reasonable notice has been given; 

5. Evaluative whether the evidence has significant probative value (SPV); 

6. If there is SPV determine whether the probative value substantially outweighs any 

prejudicial effect. 

 

Factors to consider for SPV   

- Other evidence that has or will be adduced s 97(1)(b) - Jacara  

- Whether tendency evidence is disputed (e.g. concoction)  

- Whether it goes to a critical fact in the prosecution’s case  

- The number of incidents  

- The strength of the inference that can be drawn Jacara  

- The nature of the fact in issue – R v Lockyer (1996) [Accused (a mother) had 

tendency to injury her children, now one was dead]  

 

Cases  
Makin v AG 

- Facts: Baby farmers take babies from others to remove the problem & receive 

regular weekly payments for the service  woman came to search for her baby 

but moved  babies all dug up through backyard 

- Issue: Could it be coincidence that all houses the Makin have lived in have dug 

up babies? The link is that taken plenty of babies and the babies have been killed 

- Tendency use – tendency to take in babies & kill them – don’t know how this bay 

died – could argue that acted in conformity with tendency from other 11 babies 

- Coincidence use – 12 dead babies in homes lived in – could it be a random 

coincidence? No; arises bc related & what relates them is homicidal behaviour of 

Makins  

 

Perry v The Queen 

- Facts: Food poisoned husband doesn’t die  wife had previous husbands that 

died from arsenic poisoning & brother that died for poisoning and she 

financially benefitted from life insurance in both cases.  

- Issue: could this evidence be tendered to prove tendency to poison close persons 

- Held: where multiple poisonings & all associated with victim, evidence can be 

tendered because it is contrary to ordinary experience that everyone related to 

her is dying from poisoning naturally – i.e. court found it could not be a 

coincidence  

 

Jacara v Perpetual Trustees (2000) (Patterns of behaviour can give rise to tendencies)  



- Perpetual owns shopping centre and it was alleged that one of their agents was 

making certain representations to tenants in a shopping centre, agent said ‘this is 

going to be a positive stand for you to put your cookie store’. J alleged that such 

representations were being made to them, and wanted to sue Perpetual for 

making false representation (P obvi denied they made these rep’s) so J called 

evidence from other tenants to testify that the agent had made similar 

representations to these other tenants.   

- Held: admissible - collectively this proved that could be admitted for tendency 

reasoning use didn’t prove that she said it, it could just be admitted for the use 

– whether accepted or not is an issue for the fact finder.  
 


